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Image．France

Olivier Charlier ╳ Baroque Camerata

14 : 30 Sun. 03 Oct. 



Olivier Charlier’s“Image．France”

Olivier Charlier & Chinn-Horng Nanette CHEN

16 : 30 Tue. 05 Oct. 



It is a documentary. The killer of a random
murder in Neihu is the main character. He did
not show out in the film but only the
landscape around. People exist in the scenery,
they change the scenery, they create the
scenery, and they die in the scenery. Is it
possible for us to understand the people in
life through the landscape?

The Imaginary Experimentation of “Landscape of a Schizo Emperor”          
by Richard Hsiao                                16:00 Mon. 18 Oct. 



Sheng Xiang & Band pay attention to 
agricultural, industrial and environmental 
issues. Their music is based on traditional 
Taiwanese music elements and 
harmonizes contemporary Western music. 
They gradually step on international stage 
to spread Taiwan’s unique rural rock to the 
world. The English translation of the 
album title is not My Village or Our 
Village, but i-Village 

Sheng Xiang & Band “i-Village Trilogy” 
Live In National Sun Yat-sen University

19:00 Tue. 19 Oct.



The Annual production of Theater Arts Department “The Breasts of 
Tiresias Remix Taiwan ” is adapted from the work of Guillaume 
Apollinaire .  This drama can be seen as the  pioneering work of 
Surrealist drama. The heroine is tired of the life of housewife. She 
stamps her breasts and leaves her husband. She begins new life  
with a male’s name and goes to another country. The husband is 
now responsible for the role of wife. 40,050 babies are born 
everyday by him. Will the husband become a female?    

14:30 1930 Sat. 06 Nov.
14:30 Sun. 07 Nov. 

The Breasts of Tiresias Remix Taiwan 2021
Department of Theater Arts, NSYSU



“Beyond Consciousness” is the name of exhibition 
by artist Lien-cheng, Wang which hold in DIGITAL 
ART CENTER TW 2020. This talk shares the angle of 
technical art creation. To think from the material to 
the globalization issues. Finally it will refer to the 
exhibition in Taipei Museum of Art next year.

16:00 Mon. 08 Nov.

Beyond Consciousness 
by Lien-cheng, Wang

Globalization






















